IMPROVED HYGIENE, BETTER PROTECTION.

Hygiene has been identified as key precaution to avoid transmission of the novel coronavirus 2019-ncov. Find out how Kohler products' enhanced hygienic functions can provide better protection to your family.
EIR™ INTELLIGENT TOILET

CLEAN BY DESIGN
Hygiene has been identified as a key precaution to avoid transmission of the novel coronavirus 2019-ncov. Find out how Kohler products’ enhanced hygienic functions can provide better protection to your family.

ONE-CLICK SANITIZATION
A one-click sanitizing button activates both electrolyzed water and UV light functions to clean the bowl and wand, ensuring greater hygiene.

WATER FILTER
Water sprayed from the wand onto the body is purified and filtered out impurities, residual chlorine, and heavy metals for a healthier toilet experience.

Sunrise Gold  White

WATER FILTRATION  ONE CLICK SANITIZATION
C3-520 FAMILY CARE™ BIDET SEAT

UV-SANITIZATION
The stainless steel wand is automatically sanitized with UV light every 24 hours effectively removing 99% bacteria to ensure long-lasting hygiene.

WATER FILTER
Purify the water to eliminate chlorine, sand and impurities, for enhanced hygiene.

INSTANT WATER HEATING
Ensure warm bidet water for use all the time, more hygienic than water tank type heating system due to bidet water contamination.

LUXE™ HYGIENE SPRAY

Unique in the market, Kohler’s ergonomic product design, intuitive flow control and robust air-induction technology provides for a best in class spray that assures comfortable full coverage with enhanced cleaning capability.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
The longer body enables better reach, while the front lever activation allows for precise volume control while feeling more natural in the hand.

PREMIUM METAL BODY
Anti-bacterial silicone handle and metal construction; order in your favorite Kohler finish to match your bathroom faucet.

PREMIUM MATERIAL
Easy-to-clean anti-bacteria rubber

DESIGN FOR COMFORT
More reach into the toilet
TOUCHLESS TOILETS

TOUCHLESS FLUSH
SENSOR-ACTIVATED TOUCHLESS FLUSH TECHNOLOGY LEAVES BEHIND FEWER GERMS ON THE HANDS

RIMLESS FLUSH

RIMLESS BOWL
Rimless flush provides an extraordinary flushing performance and enables each flush to reach the entire inner bowl, ensuring no place for germs and dirt to hide.

QUICK-RELEASE
Quick-release hinges enable easy removal of the toilet seat, facilitating fast and thorough cleaning.

HYGIENE MAX
Rimless bowl design leaves nowhere to hide for germs and dirt, ensuring optimal cleaning of the bowl.

MODERNLIFE 2PC

REACH UP 1PC/2PC

PARLIAMENT, GRANDE 2PC

MODERNLIFE 2PC
CLEANCOAT™ OF LAVATORY
LESS GERMS AND HYGIENE

CLEANCOAT – INVISIBLE COATING TECHNOLOGY
STAIN-RESISTANT MAKES WATER DROPS DIFFICULT TO ADHERE
COMARED TO ORDINARY CERAMIC, CLEANCOAT LAVATORY
REQUIRES LESS WATER AND DETERGENT TO CLEAN.

CLEANCOAT
KOHLER CLEANCOAT TECHNOLOGY ENSURES LIQUIDS
BEAD UP RATHER THAN STAIN THE SURFACE, PREVENTING
STAINS AND WATER SPOTS FOR UNPARALLELED
LONG-LASTING HYGIENIC EFFECTIVENESS.

CERAMIC SURFACE WITH CLEANCOAT
NORMAL CERAMIC SURFACE

VERL™ ESSENTIAL LAVATORY
MICA™ LAVATORY
MODERNLIFE™ WALL-HUNG LAVATORY
HARKEN™ LAVATORY
FOREFRONT™ WALL-HUNG LAVATORY
ALEO S GROOMING FAUCET

A marriage of design and technology bring dual benefits: a hydrophobic finish for years of spot-free performance and a pull-out design making for easy cleaning and grooming.

EASY CLEAN FINISH (ECP)
PVD finish technology for a spotless look and care free maintenance.

PULL OUT DESIGN
Spout reach 147mm with pull out hose, convenient for cleaning and grooming.

UNDERSCORE™ SERIES BATHROOM HEATER

UNDERSCORE SERIES BATHROOM HEATER IS LAUNCHED TO OFFER AN INTEGRATED SOLUTION WITH HEATING/VENTILATION/ DEHUMIDIFYING/LIGHTING FEATURES TO PROVIDE A COMFORTABLE AND CLEAN BATHROOM EXPERIENCES.

BUILD-IN AIR CARE MODULE
Effective sterilization technology makes the bathroom air refreshed and clean
Eliminate PM2.5
MALLECO™ TOUCHLESS KITCHEN FAUCET

DIRTY HANDS ARE A LEADING CAUSE OF THE SPREAD OF BACTERIA AND VIRUS. A TOUCHLESS KITCHEN FAUCET WILL HELP CREATE A MORE CLEAN ENVIRONMENT FOR YOUR HOME.

HAVING A TOUCHLESS KITCHEN FAUCET FROM KOHLER LETS YOU GET TO THE BUSINESS OF FOOD PREPARATION AND COOKING, WITHOUT HAVING TO WORRY ABOUT SPREADING GERMS. CLEAN YOUR HANDS AFTER CUTTING UP RAW FISH AND MEAT WITHOUT EVER TOUCHING THE FAUCET. WATER A POTTED PLANT WITHOUT HAVING TO GET DIRT ON THE FAUCET. FILL A PETS WATER DISH AND RINSE YOUR HANDS AFTER, ALL WITHOUT EVER HAVING TO DIRTY THE FAUCET OTHERS WILL USE AFTER YOU WALK AWAY. LEAVES A CLEANER KITCHEN FOR THE ONES YOU LOVE.

RESPONSE TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES RELIABLE TOUCHLESS ON/OFF OPERATION THROUGH A STATE-OF-THE-ART SENSOR THAT RESPONDS IN MILLISECONDS

PRECISION ACTIVATION WINDOW HELPS PREVENT FALSE ACTIVATIONS

TWO-FUNCTION PULL-DOWN SPRAYHEAD WITH TOUCH-CONTROL ALLOWS YOU TO SWITCH FROM STREAM TO SWEEP® SPRAY. SWEEP® SPRAY FEATURES SPECIALLY ANGLED NOZZLES THAT FORM A WIDE, POWERFUL BLADE OF WATER TO SWEEP YOUR DISHES AND SINK CLEAN.

TOUCHLESS OPERATION DELIVERS CONVENIENT AND HYGIENIC CONTROL

SWEEP SPRAY FORCEFUL SPRAY SWEEPS SINK

KOHLER MALLECO TOUCHLESS PULL-DOWN KITCHEN FAUCET SHOWN IN VIBRANT STAINLESS STEEL (VS)
KOHLER MALLECO TOUCHLESS PULL-DOWN KITCHEN FAUCET SHOWN IN POLISHED CHROME (CP)
ENHANCE YOUR PERSONAL CARE!

DO YOU HAVE CONCERNS ABOUT THE QUALITY OF THE WATER COMING OUT FROM YOUR SHOWER?
KOHLER EXHALE SHOWER FILTER PURIFIES THE WATER, PROTECTS HAIR AND SKIN FROM RESIDUAL CHLORINE AND HEAVY METAL IN CITY WATER, IMPROVING SKIN CONDITION AND PREVENTING SKIN PROBLEMS.
KOHLER'S PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS MAKE EVERY DAY CLEANING MORE EFFECTIVE THAN EVER.

REDUCES CHLORINE, HEAVY METALS AND ODOR
ACTIVE INGREDIENT KBS-5 FILTERS THE WATER.

IMPROVES DRY SKIN AND HAIR
REDUCES SKIN DRYNESS AND IRRITATION AND IS GENTLE ON YOUR HAIR.

SIMPLE, ELEGANT DESIGN
WINNER OF PRESTIGIOUS IF DESIGN AWARD 2016

WORKS ON MOST EXPOSED SHOWER SYSTEMS
WORKS ON MOST KOHLER AND OTHER BRANDS EXPOSED SHOWER VALVES.

COZY EXPERIENCE
ENJOYABLE SHOWERING AND BATHING EXPERIENCE

EASY INSTALLATION
SPECIAL FEATURES PROVIDE VARIOUS INSTALLATION OPTIONS

KOHLER.